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___________________________________________ 
 

Online Success! 

 

The Top 10 Mistakes to avoid 

 
The internet is today’s primary consumer research tool.  If your business does not have an online 

presence, it’s almost impossible for customers to find and choose your business over the competition.  

 

Luckily, it has never been easier to establish and maintain a comprehensive online presence.  Internet 

marketing, also referred to as online marketing, online advertising or e-marketing, is the fastest growing 

medium for marketing. 

 

But it is not just company websites that users are viewing. Blogs, consumer reviews, chat rooms and a 

variety of social media are growing rapidly in popularity.  

 

The internet is a very powerful tool for businesses if used strategically and effectively. It can be a cost 

saving alternative to traditional marketing approaches, and may be the most effective way to 

communicate with your target consumer. 

 

Internet Marketing 
 

The internet is a great way to create product and brand awareness, develop relationships with consumers 

and share and exchange information. 

 

Internet marketing can be very cost effective. A strong email database and online strategies such as a 

blog, newsletter or drip campaign, allows you to deliver your message and information immediately and 

effectively in a structured way as you build relationships with your prospects and customers. 

 

Consumers research products, services and companies online,  

whether it be to compare products, complete a sale, or look for a future employer. Most people in the 18-

35 age group obtain all of their information online - including news, weather, product research, etc. 

 

Internet Marketing Strategies 
 

Internet marketing – like all other elements of your marketing campaign – needs to have clear goals and 

objectives. Creating brand and product awareness will not happen overnight so it is important to budget 

accordingly, so there is money set aside for maintenance of the website and analytics.  
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Be flexible with ideas and options – do your research first, try out different options, then test and measure 

the results. Metrics and evaluations can be updated almost immediately and should be monitored 

regularly. Keep an eye out for what online marketing strategies are working and which are not, it will be 

easier to create a balanced portfolio of marketing techniques. Certain geographical areas may dictate 

unique marketing strategies that are more effective than others. 

 

Here are some of the more popular online options to consider: 

 

Create a website 

 

The primary use for the internet is information seeking, so you should provide consumers with 

information about your company first hand. You have more control over your branding and messaging 

and can also collect visitor information to determine what types of internet users are accessing your 

website. Keep it current. 

 

Search Engine Optimization 

 

Make your website search engine friendly. Make your content relevant and repeat key words throughout 

your website and write the copy on your site not only with the end reader in mind, but also search 

engines.  

 

Remember when you design your website that any text that appears in Flash format is not recognized by 

search engines. If your entire website is built on a Flash platform, then you will have a poor organic 

search listing.  

 

Pay per Click Advertising 

 
Pay per click (PPC), also called cost per click, is an internet advertising model used to direct traffic to 

websites, in which advertisers pay the publisher (typically a website owner) when the ad is clicked. It is 

defined simply as “the amount spent to get an advertisement clicked.” 
 

These advertisements will appear at the top of the page or on the side of the search results on a search 

engine. You can determine the specific geographic area you wish to target and set a monthly budget.  

 

Online Directories 

 

Listing your business in an online directory can be an inexpensive and effective online marketing 

strategy.  However, you need to be able to distinguish your company from the plethora of 

competitors that may exist. Likely, you will need to complement this strategy with other brand awareness 

campaigns. 

 

Online Ads (i.e. banner ads on other websites Facebook ads, etc.) 

 

Treat these ads similar to print ads you place in local newspapers or other publications, evaluating the 

most suitable and relevant for your target audience. 

 

Online Videos 

 

People love researching online and being able to find video clips of the information they are seeking. 

YouTube is an excellent example of this so depending on your business, upload informational videos or 
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tutorials about your products or services. Since YouTube is owned by Google, online videos are a good 

way to improve your Google ranking. 

 

Blogging  

 

A blog is traditionally a website maintained by an individual user that has regular entries, similar to a 

diary, which is where the name originally came from (web-log). These entries can be a commentary, 

descriptions of events, pictures, videos, and more. Companies use blogging as a way to keep users 

updated on current information and to interact through online discussion and debate. Blogging also helps 

improve your Google ranking. If blogging is something you wish to invest in, make sure that it is 

regularly updated and monitored and is optimized for search engines, so that people searching for the 

information you provide can easily find it. 

  

Top 10 Online Mistakes to Avoid 
 

1. Failure to measure ROI 

 

Which metrics are you using? Are your visitors actually motivated to purchase or sign up? If the benefits 

of your online campaign are not greater than the costs incurred, then you may wish to re-evaluate your 

strategy. 

 

2. Poor Web Design 

 

A weak website leaves a poor impression of your company on the visitor. A poor design results in 

frustration and means they will go elsewhere.  

  

3. Becoming locked into an advertising strategy early 

 

Remember your marketing mix when creating a marketing strategy and avoid putting all of your eggs in 

one basket. Online marketing is a very valuable tool, but depending on your business and your target 

markets, other marketing campaigns may be the best option for you. Especially if this is your first time 

making a significant investment into your online sector, remain flexible and able to adapt your strategy 

based on results. 

 

4. Acting without researching 

  

Similar to becoming locked into an advertising strategy early, this mistake implies not dutifully testing 

and researching different online marketing options. For example, if your target consumer is aged 65+ and 

you are spending all of your marketing efforts into creating a blogging website where the average age is 

18-35, then you are likely not going to have a successful campaign. 

 

5. Assuming more visitors means more sales 

 

What is the purpose of your website? More visitors may not mean more sales if your website if it is used 

primarily for information and consumers purchase their products elsewhere.  
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6. Failing to follow up with customers that purchase 

 

Return sales can account for up to 60% of total revenue. It's no wonder that organizations are always 

trying to maintain loyal customers and may have customer relationship management systems in place. It 

is considered 6 times easier (and cheaper) to get a happy customer to purchase again than it is to get a 

new customer to purchase once. 

 

7. Not Incorporating online marketing into the business plan 

 

When you have your online marketing plan fully integrated and accurately representing your 

organization's overall goals and objectives, your business plan will be more comprehensive and 

encompassing. 

 

8. Ignoring research / facts and figures 

 

Use the principle of Testing & Measuring to determine the best online strategy from your company. 

Through market research, learn from others who are happy to share their findings. Researching in 

advance can save a great deal of time and money.  

 

9. Spending too much too fast 

 

Although it may be cheaper than traditional marketing approaches, internet marketing does have its costs. 

You have to consider the software and hardware designs, maintenance, distribution, supply chain 

management, and the time that will be required. You don't want to spend your entire marketing budget all 

at once. 

 

10. Getting distracted by metrics that are not relevant 

 

As discussed in the following section, there are endless reports and measurables that you can analyze to 

determine the effectiveness of your campaign. You will need to establish which of these are actually 

relevant to your marketing. 

 

Testing and Measuring Online 
 

As with any element of your marketing campaign, track, record and analyze your results and measure 

them against your investment.  Otherwise, how will you know if your online marketing is successful? 

  

Due to the popularity in online marketing and the importance of having a strong web presence, companies 

have demanded more sophisticated tracking tools and metrics for their online activities.  It can be very 

difficult to not only know what to measure, but also HOW to measure.  

 

Thankfully, it is easier than ever to get the information you need with the many types of software and 

services available, including Google Analytics, which are free and relatively accurate. 

 

8 Metrics to Track 
 

The following are the key measurables to watch for when testing and measuring your internet marketing 

efforts: 
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1. Conversions 

 

How many leads has your online presence generated, and of those leads, how many were turned into 

sales?  Ultimately, your campaign needs to have a positive impact on your business.   

 

Regardless of the specific purpose of the campaign – from lead generation and service sign-up, to blog 

entries – find out how many customers are taking the desired action in response to your efforts. Your 

tracking tool will be able to provide you with this information. 

 

2. Spend 

 

If you are not making a profit – or at least breaking even – from your internet marketing efforts, then 

change your strategy.  Redistribute your financial resources and reconsider your motives and objectives 

for your online campaign.  

 

3. Visitor Numbers 

 

Keep a close eye on visitor numbers to your website. Compare unique visitors to page views per visit to 

time on site. How many people are visiting, how many pages they are viewing, what pages they are 

viewing, and how much time they are spending on the site. 

 

A unique visitor is a first time visitor to your site. For example, if you visit your online banking website 

daily for an entire month, over that one month period, you are considered to be one unique visitor (not 30 

visitors).  

 

Measure the referring source – the places online that refer customers to your website to determine what 

referring sources offer the 'best' visitors.  

 

4. Top Referrals 

 

Know who is doing the best job of referring clients to your website – and note how they are doing this.  Is 

it the prominence of the link?  Positioning? What is the reputation of the referring company? 

 

Understanding where the majority of your visitors are coming from will allow you focus on those types of 

sources when you increase your referral sites and allow you to gain a better understanding of your online 

market – and target audience. 

 

5. Bounce Rate 

 

The bounce rate is the number of people who visit the homepage of your website, but do not visit other 

pages.  If you have a high bounce rate, you may be giving away all the necessary information on your 

homepage. The principle of a Landing Page (also known as Squeeze Page) will help here, whereby you 

give a taster of your great information and then exchange the full information for the visitor’s email 

address. 

 

In Google Analytics, view the 'content' or 'pages' report and view the column stating bounce rate. 
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6. Errors 

 

It is very important to track the errors that visitors receive while trying to access or view your website. 

For example, if someone links to your website, but makes a spelling error in typing the link, your users 

will see an error page in their browser, and will not ultimately make it to your website. 

 

You can also receive reports on errors that customers make when trying to type in your website address in 

their browser.  You may wish to buy the domains with common spelling mistakes, and link those 

addresses to your true homepage.  This will increase overall traffic and potential conversions. 

 

7. Onsite Search Terms 

 

If you have a 'search website' function on your website, it is useful to monitor which terms users are most 

frequently searching. This can provide valuable insight into the user friendliness of your site and your 

website's navigation system.  This information will be included in the traffic reporting tool. 

 

8. Bailout Rates 

 

If you provide users with the option to purchase something on your website (i.e. shopping cart), then you 

can track where along the purchasing process people decided not to go through with the sale.  

 

This could be at the first step of receiving the order summary and total, or further when stating shipping 

options. By obtaining this information, reorganize or revamp your website to make the sales process more 

fluid to encourage more purchases.  


